
“Venus was, in so many ways, vastly superior to Mars, it’s hard to believe 
we even considered that barren icy hunk of red rock.”

-Kieth Nomblith, Jtr. 4th Class



You and your colleges are inhabiting a city floating miles above the surface of Venus. Held 
up by titanium balloons, your city is suspended in the ideal slice of Venus’ atmosphere, 
where the temperature is hospitable, the sunshine is beautiful, and the air is breathable, 
sort of.  

Gravity on Venus - even at a few miles above the surface - is 90% of earth’s gravity, so 
long-term habitation has proved to be doable, without any major long-term health crisis. 
In fact, obesity has been the biggest challenge to the survival of the colony, because, aside 
from eating, there’s not a lot to do.



1. This is a story with real consequences. If you mess up, your character may be perma-
nently affected, or even die. At this point, you will be asked to destroy your character 
card.

2. This is a serious story, so take it very seriously. It’s almost impossible to take it too seri-
ously. Seriously.

3. You will need: Scissors | Clear tape | A pen for each player (no pencils allowed) | A pair 
of dice

 
The host should provide these supplies. If it is found that the host doesn’t have some or all of 
these, the host will be forced to go to a craft store and buy some really nice ones. If the host 
doesn’t come back, it will be assumed that the host impaled him or herself while running with 
the scissors. The host should have known better, and after a reasonable amount of waiting, the 
guests will split up the former host’s other possessions and head home.

4. Cut out your character cards. Select one character from the following pages, cut them 
out, and write their name in the space provided. If you can’t come up with a name, do 
not use your own, simply apply this formula:

– First name: Gross vegetable of choice. If you like all vegetables, you may instead 
choose a gross organ meat.
– Last name: Your last name+”Ith”. If your name is smith, your character’s last name is 
“Smithith”. or Ithsmith 



select your character

name:            

Mechanical skill: 4  +      =
leadership: 2  +      =
competence: 3  +      =

Mechanical skill: 4  +      =
leadership: 4  +      =
competence: 1  +      =

Mechanical skill: 2  +      =
leadership: 4  +      =
competence: 2  +      =

Mechanical skill: 4  +      =
leadership: 3  +      =
competence: 2  +      =

name:            

name:            name:            



5. Roll 2 dice each to determine your personality quirk. Choose a die to correspond to 
the rows, and one to correspond to the columns.

1 2 3 4 5 6
1 On fire Is afraid of 

everything
Has an extra 
nose

Delusions of 
piracy

Has an imagi-
nary tiger 
friend

Being slowly 
eaten by tiny 
cows

2 Loves bun-
nies, spikes, 
or spiky bun-
nies

Has a third 
eyeball

Has a funny 
talking hat

Loves bun-
nies, spikes, 
or spiky bun-
nies

Is half orc Has a birth-
mark on 
face in 
strange 
shape

3 Has many 
body pierc-
ings

Out of con-
trol body 
hair

Is trans-
forming into 
a bush

Not human Has tenta-
cles

Has a animal 
that rides 
on shoul-
der. Bff.

4 May be a 
witch

Has talking 
caterpillars 
for eye-
brows. Don’t 
ask.

Has unibrow Drinker of 
illegal po-
tions

Is a cyborg Broken nose

5 Father was a 
shapeshifter

Has googli-
dipip

Afraid of 
the dark, 
wears can-
dle on head

Being slowly 
eaten by tiny 
camels

Has a pro-
tective ant 
friend

Has killer 
earlobes

6 Wears an 
eyepatch, 
not on an 
eye

Has a pros-
thetic fore-
head on 
head

It’s a wig, 
thinks they 
have every-
one fooled

Secretly a 
zombie

Infected by 
alien bac-
teria that 
causes. . .?

Has an ac-
tive spleen

Mechanical skill: 2  +      =
leadership: 4  +      =
competence: 3  +      =

Mechanical skill: 4  +      =
leadership: 2  +      =
competence: 1  +      =

name:            name:            



6. Illustrate, like so:

5. Roll a dice for each character trait shown on your card, and add what you roll 
to the number on the card. Write the new numbers after the +, and total the two 
numbers.

For example:
Mechanical skill: 1+4=5
leadership: 3+2=5
competence: 2+5=7

Setup is done. Long live setup.



Janitorial Squad 4
You and your friends are members of Janitorial Squad 4, and you spend your long work-
days (days on Venus are longer than 100 Earth days) scrubbing the decks and titanium 
balloons that support your existence, and checking for leaks. 

Your superior, a Janitor, 3rd class named Afuwie (this is getting sidetracked, but Afuwie’s 
parents actually chose his name by randomly mashing keys on a computer keyboard. His 
parents were also idiots) lays out the tasks for the day. There are four jobs to choose from, 
you and your fellow Janitors, 4th class argue over who gets what:



JOB 1: the easy one. 
The deck of the ship is covered in Venusian space worms who crawled on deck to avoid 
the highly acidic environment generated by a recent acid storm. They shriveled up and 
died, you job is to sweep the decks. Pro: you don’t have to think. Con: watch your step

JOB 2: the ambitious one. 
Cleaning the Janitor, 2nd class offices. You should have time to rub shoulders with the 
bigwigs in the janitorial hierarchy. Pro: you’ll get ahead in your profession. Con: Janitors, 
2nd class are jerks.

JOB 3: the dangerous one. 
Remember that acid storm? You’ll take a balloon jet pack and descend to the nether re-
gions of the exterior of the hull of the ship, and do a spot inspection, as well as a good 
scrub with an lower-exterior-hull-scrubbing brush. Pro: jetpack. Con: possible burning 
sensation and horrible death.

JOB 4: the grubby one. 
We’re overstaffed today, so one of you will go help the scoopers. Head to the boiler room 
and scoop space coal. Pro: it’ll be warm. Con: warm isn’t really a pro on Venus.

Try to agree who does what. If you can’t agree on who gets what, roll dice. Decide before 
you turn the page. Oh, and cut these out:

Job 3 Job 4



Results!

(NEW RULE: When you make a leadership, compe-
tence, or mechanical skill roll, roll two dice. If the total 
is lower than the total of that attribute on your charac-
ter card, you succeed at that roll. If it’s equal or higher, 
you fail at that roll)

JOB 1: the easy one. 

 Make a competence roll.

 IF YOU FAIL: you step on a worm, and feel 
really grossed out the rest of the day.
 IF YOU SUCCEED: you do a stellar job 
of cleaning the worms off of the deck! You do 
so well, you’re kind of a minor celebrity. Word 
reaches the mother space worm, who doesn’t 
like the fact that you’re so efficient at desecrating 
the bodies of her subjects. She finds you, and 
tears you to pieces. DEATH: Tear your character 
card to pieces.

(P.S. Using advanced medical technology, the 
doc pieces you back together, sort of. They 
couldn’t find one of your hands. Tape your char-
acter card back together- except for one hand 
- in a different configuration than before. You’re 
never quite the same.)

JOB 2: the ambitious one. 

 Make a leadership roll.

 IF YOU FAIL: Clearly aren’t cut out to be a 
Janitor, 3rd class. Be content to live in medioc-
rity.
 IF YOU SUCCEED: increase your leader-
ship by 2. You’ll be Janitor, 3rd class in no time. 
Won’t your Mom be proud.

JOB 3: the dangerous one.
 

 Make a mechanical skill roll, and a compe-
tence roll.

 IF YOU SUCCEED AT BOTH: Good 
job! You can keep the jetpack.
 IF YOU FAIL ONE: you smash into 
the side of the ship, damaging your jetpack 
and waking up all of the Janitors, first class 
who were enjoying their extra five hours of 
sleep. You make it back alive, but the jetpack is 
toast, and you’re demoted to Janitor, no class. 
Tear up the jetpack card immediately. If you 
want to be a cyborg, feel free to use the pieces 
of the pack to augment your character, al-
though you’ll get some looks doing that.
 IF YOU FAIL BOTH: you forget to actual-
ly attach the jetpack to your body, so when you 
jump off the edge of the ship, you plummet 
to the surface of Venus. Your goose is cooked. 
DEATH: Take your character card and (if you’re 
camping, or on Mt. Doom) cast it into the fire! 
or (if you’re using this game to kill time at your 
job at a nuclear reactor) throw it into the middle 
of a nuclear fission reaction. Alternately, lay your 
character card on the floor and stomp on it a 
few times to simulate the 1300 PSI atmospheric 
pressure on the surface of Venus, and throw the 
character card away.

JOB 4: the grubby one. 
 
 Make a competence roll.

 IF YOU FAIL: you slip on the coal and 
skin up your face. Take a piece of adhesive tape 
and attach it to your character’s face, then rip 
it off to simulate how bad the abrasions are. 
Add your new nickname, “sandpaper” to your 
character card. All other players are required to 
call you “sandpaper” or “sandy” for the rest of 
the day.
 IF YOU SUCCEED: you manage to shove 
a few rocks in your pocket. Add the coal to 
your inventory!



Build-A-Balloon
The Annual Janitorial Balloon Race is nearly upon us, and Janitorial Squad 4 has been 
chosen to participate, for the amusement and horrification of the other janitors.  

The AJBR is one part Wright Brothers, one part Nascar, and one part gladiatorial specta-
cle. The winner of the race gets a promotion, as well as a SECRET PRIZE, and the losers 
(more often than not) sink into the lower atmosphere and totally lose their cool. 

The flying contraptions are build by the contestants themselves, so they’re (usually) 
shoddy and unsafe, which only adds to the excitement when one person actually makes 
it across the finish line. Hypothetically. Don’t worry, just because no one’s ever done it, 
doesn’t mean it can’t be done.

Build Your Balloon!
Cut out each part on the next page. Roll to see who selects first, then take turns select-
ing ship parts until they are all gone. Start slapping them together. If you have coal or a 
jetpack already, you may add them to your airship. Because, why not?

(Cut out and fold to be used as game 
pieces. Write your initials on them, 
or lick them, so if there’s any question 
about whose ship is whose, you can do a 
dna test. You’ll place these on the board, 
one per player.)





Roll to see who goes first.

Play progresses clockwise.

On your turn:
1. Roll speed die. If it’s higher 
than your weight (# of pieces 
on your ship), you move two 
spaces. If it’s equal or lower, 
move one.

2. Roll a mechanical skill, 
leadership, or competence roll, 
according to the space you land 
on.

IF YOU SUCCEED: Good job! 
Nothing bad happens.

IF YOU FAIL...

LEADERSHIP: you fail at being 
in the lead. Place your ship even 
with the ship that is in the rear.

MECH. SKILL:
you suck at keeping your ship 
afloat. Lose one piece from your 
ship.

COMPETENCE: you do some-
thing really stupid. Roll a die to 
determine what:

1: Lose three pieces from your 
ship
2: Lose two pieces from your 
ship.
3: Nothing happens!
4: Nothing happens!
5: Go back one space
6: Go back two spaces 



IF YOU WON: Congratulations. You’re top of the heap - which is awesome, even if the 
heap is a pile of sweaty space janitors. +2 Leadership. Claim your prize: SPACESUIT!

IF YOU LOST, BUT SURVIVED: You’re a winner too! Well, actually no. There’s no 
second place, there’s just one winner, who isn’t you. You live out the remainder of your 
days dwelling on your failure, on how you choked at the key moment when you could 
have changed your life forever. You might as well have died in the race, because you 
end up dying anyway, years later, from an infection from a blister that developed when 
you were mopping the bathrooms of the Janitors, Third Class. Yup, you’re still a Janitor, 
fourth class.

IF YOU DIDN’T MAKE IT: Your ship was shredded by its violent re-entry. Simu-
late this by taking your scissors and chopping your ship card into pieces tinier than the 
pieces of the broken heart left in the chest of that one special person who you went out 
with, who was just like you but still different, frustrating and charming, bewitching and 
intoxicating, perfect for you – yeah, you totally shouldn’t have blown that relationship 
up. These are the thoughts that are passing through your mind as the ship disintegrates 
around you. DEATH: Crumple up your character card, and throw it as far as you can. 
Preferably at the winner of the race (legal disclaimer: that was sarcastic, don’t do that).

IF NO ONE MADE IT: Shucks, the story is over. And here you were thinking that a 
convenient plot twist would keep you moving forward. Lesson learned: sometimes you 
screw up so badly that you stop the story. Way to go, now that lack of resolution is going 
to bother you the rest of the day. Don’t read on, don’t pass go, just pile up the papers and 
go sulk for a while.



ONLY IF THERE WAS A WINNER:

To the winner of the race: YOU GOT AN AWESOME SPACESUIT! This is a 
special spacesuit. You can descend through the atmosphere and actually check out 
the surface of Venus! Even better, your promotion to Janitor, third class means 
you’ve got a couple hours of vacation time coming. Do you want to head down to 
the surface, leaving the non-winners to scrub your ship?

YES

NO

Circle your answer, in pen, before you go to the next page! No cheating!



IF YOU CHOSE YES: 
 Do a competence roll.
     

 IF YOU FAIL: with a smile borne from his newly found confidence, you don your 
spacesuit. You wave at the crowd in a way that seems successful and debonair and 
swing a leg over the railing. As you fall like a chunk of space coal towards the planet, 
you wonder why in the world you thought that you could enter a planet’s atmosphere 
without a spaceship. 

     IF YOU SUCCEED: You hop onto a small shuttle, and head towards the surface. 
You’re never heard from again. The folks on the space station can use their sensors 
to track you moving around on the surface of Venus, but it must be so nice down 
there that you don’t want to leave. For centuries, as the Venus colony expands into 
a giant network of floating continents, people still watch you blundering around on 
the surface of the planet. You’ve got unnaturally long life, and you choose to spend it 
tripping over rocks and running into things. Why do you do it? What’s caused you to 
become a legend and a mystery? Only you know for sure, because no one ever goes 
down to the surface again.

IF YOU CHOSE NO: You’re promoted to Janitor, 3rd class, and as a perk you get to eat 
real food. You spend the afternoon tucking into a 3-D printed shepherd’s pie in the shape 
of a tesseract.  _________

THE END_________

Thanks for playing. I want to know what you think!

This is a proof-of-concept example game for a bigger project that I’m working on. 
Ideally, this much prep at the beginning will set up characters for a much longer 
story, or series of stories.

Get the news (and beta games) here: andhegames.com/mail

General feedback: andhegames.com/contact

3 question feedback survey (thank you!): andhegames.com/venussurvey

– Andhedrew


